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The objective of M-Learning is to integrate the technology combined
with the education in order to enhance the effectiveness of student's traditional
learning process. In order to explore the use of mobile and handheld IT devices
as a learning tool, many factors need to be considered such as its constraint and
limitations. Therefore, intensive researches need to be done. The main purpose
of M-Learning is to create flexible learning environment for students where the
implementation of just-in-time learning is applied. Besides, it creates new
approach of learning style. The most challenging part in implementing M-
Learning is in delivering the content as how users will view the materials in
mobile devices instead of the usual large screen desktops. Apart from that, the
technology of M-Learning is still new in Malaysia, therefore, a lot of risk and
challenges involved in this project. Meanwhile, the target user is students. In
this project the methodology used follows four processes which are planning,
analysis, design and implementation. Efficiency and flexibly together with
ease ofuse become the essential elements inconstructing the final system.
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1.1 BACKGROUND OF STUDY
This Final Year Research Project is focused on education as the cornerstone of
economic development in any nation. Traditionally, formal education has been offered
in classroom where the teacher and student are able to interact with each other face-to-
face. However, there is problem when not everybody has the opportunity to go to
school. For example, perhaps they are living to far or they are handicap person. These





Students used the computer devices in order to access the E -learning and another
website provide by the university. However, due to server and network problem that
always happened, theywill be the barrier for them from accessing it. The idea or need
of the M - Learning arises from the facts that students can easily access to it if there
another approach can be used.
The significant of this situation is that students can access the information wherever
they are, any time and according to their convenience using mobile devices that are
portable with it. The implement of M-Learning also means that it eliminates the long
wait to use computer lab.
1.2.2 Significance of Project
This system is an addition or another solution of the current learning methods where
the user will be able to access information of learning materials using mobile device.
Through this system, it provides the concept of flexibility where users can have
information anywhere, anytime. For the beginning, the system only provide user with
one subject and enable them to download lecture materials from that application as far
as view the contents.
1.3 OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE OF STUDY
The main objectives are:
1. The ability of students to access easily the learning by using mobile devices.
2. To create the flexible learning environment for students where use the concept
of just-in-time learning, (wherever you want to use M-Learning, it is always
available)
3. Theenhancement of the learning process by usingmobile devices
1.3.1 The relevancy ofThe Project
With the increasing use of mobile phones and handheld devices among teenagers or
student, the opportunity of implement M-Learning in academic institution isquite high.
However, this project will involve with lots of research on the technology used, the
limitations and advantages of M-Learning. The concept of just-in time learning is
apply in this project where the students are able to access the information wherever
they want using the devices like mobile phone. Although there are lots of constraints
need to be considered such as cost, it's become an interesting issue In the future as
peopleadapt with the changingoftechnology.
1.3.2 Feasibility of the Project within the scope and Time Frame
Initial feasibility of the project can be evaluated through economic, technical
and schedule factors.
• Economic Feasibility
This application supports feasibility in terms of economic by increasing
effectiveness andproductivity of existing education system. By implement this
application, learning process will be more efficient and lead to enhancing of
learning process.
From hardware perspective, some of relevant software needed. Perhaps the use
of real mobile device is needed in completing thisproject.
• Technical Feasibility
This project can be completed with technical guidance from IT lecturer, the
author also find the solution from the web based on the paper prepared by
student from other country that done research regarding the Mobile Learning
application.
• Schedule Feasibility
The author has schedule to the time given according to the suggested
milestone that can be viewed from the Final Year Project Guidelines. Please
refer to Appendix A fortheproposed project timeline.
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORY
2.1 Introduction to M-Learning
There are few mobile tools currently used to provide learning opportunities to users. It
is including mobile phones (the latest one provide with 3G application), PDAs, game
consoles and Tablet Pes and laptops that have wireless capability.
The idea of M-learning arises from the use of E-learning. The concept is the same
except the way to get the information using difference devices. Electronic or e-
learning incorporates all forms of online instruction using personal computers [4].
However, here we narrow down our focus by allowingthe students to access one topic
only. The relevant of doing that to emphasize the project and ensure the project run
well. Perhaps in future upgrade, full function of E-learning will totallyadopt in the M-
learning.
Generally, the combination of e-learning and mobile computing is called mobile
learning (m-learning) and promises the access to applications that support learning
anywhere, anytime [5]. However, most of the proposed examples in the past uses
handheld computers or laptops and are mainly supporting adults in the workplace—
people who know what they want. Subsequently, m-learning has become an attractive
target application area for corporate mobile devices. However, meanwhile hardware is
considered as a solved problem; innovative, affordable and usable software remains
still the greatest challenge.
From the research have been made, Mobile learning can give big impact in learning
environment. Today a learner can be a Net Generation college-age student; adult
learning seeking new skills or career advancement; or a faculty member, staff member,
or administrator interested in using technology to improve students' success [4]. It is
prove that many organization and individual will benefited of it. Thus, the flexibility
and potential ofm-Learning can not be underestimated.
For this project, lots of researches carry in and author found another approaches to
implement it using the J2ME - Mobile Learning Engine. After did further research,
the author did some comparison toward the tools and application that will be used in
implementingthis project.
2.2 Differences between E-Learning and M-Learning
E-Learning
ThetermE-Learning is analogous to online education. Online education is categorized
by the separation of teachers and learners which distinguishes it from face-to-face, the
influence of an educational organizational which distinguishes it from self-study and
private tutoring, the use of a computer network to present or distribute some
educational content, and the provision of two-way communication via a computer
network so that students may benefit from communication with each other, teachers,
and staff. [7]
Time and place are no longer restrictions as the learning experience can be
implementing everywhereone has a computerand access to the internet. The teacher's
role become more flexible as they now can tutor only from officesor homes. Student-
teacher, student-student interact the E-Learningthrough e-mail, discussion forum, chat
rooms and others.
Themodel in Figure 2.0 illustrates how E-Learning works. From the screen is where
the students receive course content, have access to the web and also other materials.
The student also is able to communicate with the teacher or lecturer or peers from here
via email or others.
Course Content Student Support Services
Other Materials www
Student to Tutor Student to Student
Figure 2.0 Wired Virtual Learning Environment of Today (Miziana Abdul
Rahman, 2005, p. 7.)
M-Learning
M-learning is mobile learning: using mobile technologies (such as mobile phones and
hand-held computers) to enhance the learning process. With a background ofmore than
4 years of trialling, research and development, M-learning has helped thousands of
learners from all walks of life to develop their skills, confidence and motivation to
learn.
Inspirational m-learning projects have taken place across the country in a variety of
learning contexts, demonstrating the flexibility of this learning medium. The feedback
received from the learners and tutors involvedhas shown that M-learning is a success.
Inspirational M-learning projects have taken place across the country in a variety of
learning contexts, demonstrating the flexibility of this learning medium. The feedback
received from the learners and tutors involved has shown that M-learning is a success.
[18]
2.3 Challenges in M-Learning
There are many things that are differentwhen comparing mobiledevice with a desktop.
PC. Apart from that, the issue of new technology that still needs intensive
development with challenges where variety of platforms now being used and non-
compatibly between these platforms needs to be taken into account. For examples;
existing PC applications (especially heavy text applications like email) are not easily
integrated into mobile technology.
Hand-held computers are becoming more common. The quality and capability are
increasing as costs continue to drop. However, M-learning faces two major
technological issues, which the first one is managing learning through intermittent
connection. In order to function as an effective learning device, the application must
be able to link with Learning Management System on the same platform. The users
need to access all materials and exchange information that is independent of system
preferences. Let say the Web connection is broken; all information will be lost until
the connectivity is restored.
The second issue is device - independent delivery. M- Learning solution must work for
range of devices. In addition, a broad range of devices precludes specific solutions.
For example is extensible Markup Language (XML) mat can specify the content and
determine on how it will appear for different type of devices. It will require some
revisions to the contentdevelopment process, and associatedtools. [9]
When we try to transfer services provided by E-learning platform into services in an
M-Learning platform, we can identify some of them should change to fulfill the
limitations of the small devices whereby some are imposable to be delivered in certain
context. Therefore, access to the Web through personal electronic devices, with its
small screen size, has been take not consideration for lots of researchers.
2.4 M-Learning Design issues
From the research have been made, there is also barrier need to be thinking of in this
project in designingmobile learningapplication, The following figure examinesthe
main dimensions ofmobile learning systems in relation to (currently available)
technologies. [12]
Infrastructure network Network performance
Hardware Software Ergonomics
Figure 2.1 Dimensions for the (a) design and (b) evaluation ofmobile
learning systems (Miziana Abdul Rahman, 2005, p. 13.)
Usability
According to Figure 2.1, die choices of infrastructure networks, hardware and software
are interdependent with the design of the learning activities. The Infrastructure
network component includes decisions about the selection of communication networks
and, in the case of location-aware applications, the selection of positioning systems.
Example of communication networks such as satellites, wireless local networks, moble
telephony and others. Selection of the Infrastructure network basedon number of user,
security requirements, the costs to the provider, the need for range, connectivity data
access, thetime and place used and also possible interference with other devices.
Besides, theissue ofdesigning M-Learning including the factor listed below.
• The limited processing powerand resources
» The variety ofscreen sizes and the general low resolution ofthe display
• Thevariety of different inputpossibilities
• Thevariety of different operating systems
Especially the first two restrictions lead to the conclusion that not every mobile phone
is suitable for a mobile learning application. Therefore more powerful devices are
needed, like the next generation of mobile phones called Smartphones. Smartphones
are a combination ofa Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) and a mobile phone. They
could be described as apocket computer that can also be used as amobile phone.
Most of the new mobile phones available to date are in fact Smartphones or even
wireless Handhelds. The definition of a wireless Handheld is similar to the definition
of a Smartphone. In general, wireless handhelds are more powerful than Smartphones




The methodology that will be used in this project is the waterfall development-
based where the operations moves forward from phase to phase. Deliverables for
eachphase presentedto project supervisor for approval.
The advantages of usingthis methodology are:
• Identify system requirements before start the development of each
implementation phase begins.
• Minimize requirement changes as the project proceeds.




In the planning phase, the author chooses among several factors to set the application
goals. These goals include anticipating and deciding on the target audience, purpose
and objectives for the information. Besides, the author has planned for all stages
involved in the completion of this project andpossibility errorthat mightbe occurred.
3.1.1.2 Analysis Phase
In order to improve the application's quality, the author did gathering and comparing
about the application and its functionality. It is done to help the author in decision
making to gone through the process of planning, design and implementing. Here, the
author comes out with system conceptual model as the base of this project. Please
refer to appendixA-l to systemconceptual flow chart.
3.1.1.3 Design Phase
For the design phase, the author concentrates on the limitation and the constraint in
developing this project to implement it via mobile devices. Here, the application's
purposes, audience and objective is very important in implement this project. Besides,
the author needs to do some research indesigning the interface that isuser-friendly and
emphasizes in terms of its clarity and user classification. The interface will continue
design in the stageofthis project.
3.1.1.4 Implementation Phase
In this phase, the author builds this system by using the available tools. The author
uses Java 2 Micro Edition (J2ME) integrate with theNetBeans as thedevelopment tool
and Java as the language in building it. Basically, this is the main phase that currently
being focus bytheauthor incompleting theproject.
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3.2 TOOLS/EQUIPMENT REQUIRED
These are the tools thatareto beused throughout the project:










• Hard disk space 1.5GB (at least)
• 166MHz processoror higher
• 256 MB RAM or higher
• J2ME (Java 2 MicroEdition)
Wireless Toolkit
• NetBeans IDE 4.1
* JCreator
Following are the details for the toolsand equipment required:
3.2.1 Hardware Requirements
Wireless devices have to meet certain criteria to be able to support J2ME. To run the
KVM efficiently with the CLDC libraries, devices must have at least:
• 160KB to 512KB of total memory budgetavailable for the Javaplatform.
• A 16-bitor 32-bitprocessorwith 25MHzspeed.
* Lowpowerconsumption, oftenoperating withbattery power.
• Connectivity to some kind of network, often with wireless, intermittent
connection and with limited(often 9600bpsor less) bandwidth.
• 128 kilobytes of non-volatile memory available for Java virtual machine and
CLDC libraries.
• 32 kilobytes of volatile memory available for the Java runtime and object
memory.
TheMIDP imposethe following requirements on hardware:
• Display
o Screen-size: 96x54
o Display depth: 1 bit
o Pixel shape (aspect ratio): approximately 1:1
• Input
o One or more of the following user-input mechanisms: one-handed
keyboard, two-handedkeyboard, or touch screen.
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Memory
o 128kilobytes of non-volatile memory for MIDP components.
o 8 kilobytes of non-volatile memory for application-created persistent
data.
o 32 kilobytes of volatile memory for Javaruntime (forexample, thejava
heap).
Networking
o Two-way wireless, possibly intermittent, with limited bandwidth.
3.2.2 Software Requirements
J2ME (Java 2 Micro Edition)
The software needed in order to develop the application is J2ME (Java 2 Micro
Edition) platform which is implemented by using Java language. Any Java platform
can beused inwriting the codes ofthe application, for example JBuilder.
JDK1.3 is required for J2MEWTK to function properly. Forte can be installed
optionally since J2MEWTK can be run standalone or can be run as an integrated
component with Forte for Java. The J2ME Wireless Toolkit installation package isalso







Figure 3.1 A J2ME application is a balance between local and server-side
processing (James Keogh, 2004, p. 79.)
J2ME allows developers to use Java and the J2ME wireless toolkit to create
applications and programs for wireless and mobile devices. J2ME consists of two
elements-- configurations and profiles.
J2ME configurations
There are two configurations for J2ME.
1. Connected Limited Device Configuration (CLDC)
• Designed for 16-bit or 32-bit small computing devices with limited amounts of
memory.
• Usually have between 160KB and 512KB of available memory and are battery
powered.
• Use an inconsistent, small-bandwidth network wireless connection.
• Not have a user interface.
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Use the KJava Virtual Machine (KVM) implementation- strip down version of
the JVM.
Devices: pagers, personal digital assistants, cell phones dedicated terminalsand








Figure 3.2 CLDC(Dreamtech Software Team, 2002,p. 58)
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2. Connected Device Configuration (CDC)
• Devices use a 32-bit architecture.
• Have at least 2 MB of memory available.
• implement a complete functional JVM
• Devices: smart phones, digital set-top boxes, home appliances, navigation








Figure 3.3 CDC (Dreamtech Software Team, 2002,p. 60)
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J2ME Profiles
A profile consists of Java classes that enable implementation of features for either a
particular small computing device or for a class of small computing device. Small
computing technology continues to evolve, and with that, there is an ongoing process
of defining J2ME profiles. Seven profiles havebeendefined. Thereare;
1. Foundation profile -
• Used with CDC configuration.
• Contains core Java classes.
2. Game profile
• Also used with CDC configuration.
• Contains necessary classes for developing game applications for any
small computing device.
3. Mobile Information DeviceProfile (MIDP)
• Used with CLDC configuration.
• Contains classes thatprovide local storage a user interface and
networking capabilities
• Used with wirelessJava applications.
4. PDA Profile (PDAP)
• Used with CLDC configuration.
• Contains classes that utilized sophisticated resources found on personal
assistant.
5. Personal Profile
• Used with CLDC configuration and Foundation profile.
• Contains classes to implement a complex user interface.
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6. Personal Basis Profile
• Similar to Personal Profile.
• Provide classes to implement a simple user interface.
7. RMI Profile
• Used with CLDCconfiguration and Foundation profile.
• Provide Remote Method Invocation.
J2ME Architecture
The modular design of the J2ME architecture enables an application to be scaled based
on constraints of a small computing device. Instead, J2ME architecture consists of
layers located above the native operating system, collectively referred to as the
Connected Limited Device Configuration (CLDC). The CLDC, which is installed on
top of the operating system, forms the run-time environment for small computing
device.
The J2ME architecture comprises three software layers (Figure 3.3). The first layer is
the configuration layer that includes the Java Virtual Machine (JVM), which directly
interacts with the native operating system. The configuration layer also handles
interactions between the profile and the JVM. The second layer is the profile layer,
which consists of the minimum set of application programming interfaces (APIs) for
the small computing device. The third layer is the Mobile Information Device Profile
(MIDP). The MIDP layer contains Java APIs for user network connections,
persistence storage, and the user interface. It also has access to CLDC libraries and
MIDP libraries.
A small computing device has two components supplied by the original equipment
manufacturer (OEM). These are classes and applications. OEM classes are used by
the MIDP to access device-specific features such as sanding and receiving messages
and accessing device-specific persistent data. OEM applications are programs
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provided by the OEM, such as an address book. OEM applications can beaccessed by
the MIDP.
A word of caution: accessing OEM classes and OEM applications from the MIDP
restricts the portability of a J2ME application since not all small computing device


















• The system will operatebasedon J2ME platform.
• The system willoperate troughemulator and ifpossible, implemented in the
hand phone.
Performance requirements
• Launching the application
• Launchingtime elapsed to openingapplication must be less than 2 second.
• The application should beavailable as long as thehand phone (orany devices
used) is on and ready.
Security Performance
• No special security actions are required as it is notpart of this code.
Cultural and political requirements





• The site will not useJava.
• The site will not use PDF documents.
Functionality
• Userswill be able to access to the log in page.
• Userswill be able to searchthe courses, grade, assignment andschedule.
• User will beable to browse alldie information intheM-Learning.
" The system will beable guide the users throughout the application byproviding





4.1.1 M-Learning in the Education Field
M- Learning is a natural extension of E-Learning and has the potential to make
learning even more widely available and accessible than existing E-Learning
environment. M- Learning can contribute to improve the quality of education. It
offers opportunities to optimize interaction between lecturers and students.
Mobile learning, the next generation ofthe computer-aided and multimedia based
Learning is based on mobile phones. It can be said, that the great majority of the
population has a mobile phone and carries it with them most of the time. Because of
this fact the independency of time andspace for learning is fulfilled to nearly a hundred
percent.
As a consequence the main advantage of mobile learning is learning wherever and
whenever you want to learn. You can use idle periods for learning. Forexample: The
times while you are traveling, while you are waiting for the bus or while you are
waiting at the restaurant or at the train-station. Nearly every unused and wasted time
can now be used for efficient andeffective learning. Therefore mobile learning will be
an important instrument for lifelong learning, because it will help us to use our time
more efficiently.
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4.1.2 Advantages of Mobile Learning
• Seamless access to learning resources:
With mobile learning, you can learn and study anywhere- fromthe classroom
to yourdesktop, or laptop to yourpocket. A true mobile learning system
allows users to take a course on any device,
• Freedom, power, and choice:
M-learning students canchoose where, when, andhowthey'll study. Thenew
range of options includes online synchronized, online self-paced, downloaded
courseware, and computer-based training. M-learning offers new levelsof
freedom withthe ability to exercise control over learning patterns.
• Organizedproductivity:
With onlya cellphone, handheld device, PDA,or hybrid unit,users can
access administrative functions, download courses, andreview their learning
history through a learning management system. M-learning offers an efficient
way for learnersto access key information and maximize their time.
• Flexible, portable convenience:
The ability to customize learning schedules isa key advantage to m-learning.
Learners are not restricted to a specific physical environment, a particular
delivery channel, or a fixed setof times for undertaking training and
education. Using the latest technology, students can update their knowledge
baseon a just-in-time basisto preparefor meetings or presentations.
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4.1.3 J2ME Wireless Toolkit Installation Process
Getting started with developing applications (henceforth called "MIDIets") for the
J2ME platform is easy. Although device manufacturers install and prepackage their
devices with this JVM (and associated APIs), we still need to install the J2ME
Wireless Toolkit 2.2 on our development machine. Before that, however, we must
also havethe Java Development Kit (JDK),version 1.4.2 or greater, installed.
We need this Toolkit because it contains tools that are important in generating
MIDIets. This Toolkit provides the development environment for the MIDP 2.0 and
CLDC 1.1 (and for MIDP 1.0and CLDC 1.0, since theseparameters are backwards
compatible), and it provides the optional packages required for the optional libraries,
like 3D and Mobile Media applications. Lastly, it provides the ability to sign your
MIDIets so that they can be authenticated before installation on a remote mobile
device.
Once you download the installation package for theToolkit, install it inthedirectory
of your choice. The default, on Windows, is C:\WTK23, and this will be the
installation directory for the examples in this series as well.
To install all the toolkit and packages needed, we have to only double clickthe .exe




Throughout the research done by author, the author find out that the use of J2ME to
develop Mobile Learning Engine (MLE) can be executed. However, lots of research
need to be done in order to understand the application concept and on how to integrate
it with mobile devices.
The following figure will give the reader roughly idea about how the project will be










Figure 4.0 Shows the relationship between the MLE and the learning platform
Source: http://drei.jh-joanneum.at/mle/start.php?'sprache=en&id:=I
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The distribution of new learning objects is done by a central internet server: the
learning platform. Here all available learning objects are hosted. If the user wants to
use a new learning objecthe can download it rightawayfrom the serverwith the MLE.
If the learning object has once been downloaded, it can be used without a new
connection to the server.
As the author work on the implementation phase, the focus is in building the
application. By using the emulator as stated in previous section, conceptual view of
how the system will look on the real mobile device, which means that it, is able to
emulate the real application that is to be used. So here, the author comes out with
sample output that going to construct. From the sample, perhaps some basic ideas of
implement theM-Learningcanbe implemented.
Based on the research above, prototype of M-Learning was developed using the
specified tools. In this M-Learning, there are several modules which is My Courses,
My Grade, My Schedule and My Assignment. Each of the modules was developed
based on the research done earlier. Each of the module are analyzed to meet the user
requirements as well asto accommodate the technology available nowadays.
The main concern here indevelops the modules ofM-Learning is the screen limitation
of the emulators that is being used to test the application. As the time constraint,
emulator being used is to have the clear view on how the system will look like using
J2ME Wireless Toolkit together with the NetBeans IDE. Although using the emulator,
the system has not fully emulated successfully to show the application. So that the
author have tocodes the module separately in order toshow the real application.
In general, the system supposed to work like normal system where users still need to
login first before canenter the system. If the system notauthenticated first theuser not





Figure 4.1 Login page of M-Learning
Figure 4.1 above shows Login page ofM-Learning where theuser need to enter their
username and password.
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Figure 4.2 M-Learning module
Figure 4.2 above shows M-Learning module that consistof My Courses, My Grade,
My Schedule and My Assignment. If the userchooses MyCourses, a list of subject
will displayed as shown in Figure 4.3
29
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Figure 4.3 My Courses Module
Figure 4.3 above shows My Courses Module that will list down all the courses taken
by a student within that semester.
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Figure 4.4 My Assignment Module
The My Assignment moduleenables studentsto open text file from lecturersto view
dieassignments thathasbeen given. Theabove figure is theexample of thepage.
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Figure 4.5 My Grade Module
Figure 4.5 above shows My Grade Module that will list down all the marks taken by a













Figure 4.6 My Schedule Module





5.1 Relevancy to the objective
With the increasing use of mobile phones and handheld devices among teenagers or
student, the opportunity of implement M-Learning in academic institution is quitehigh.
However, this project will involve with extensive research on the technology used, the
limitations and advantages of M-Learning. The concept of just-in time learning is
apply in this project where the students are able to access the information wherever
they want using the devices like mobile phone.
Besides, this system provides user with new look of learning style. The Mobile
Learning Engine enables you to learn wherever you want to learn, whenever you want
to learn and whatever you want to learn. Here, in this system, user can choose either
to download oronly view the course. This in turn introduces the concept of flexibility,
however, its demand new pedagogies, and new approaches to deliver the course. A
user friendly system is achieved by integrating all the research area in the development
process.
Although there are constraints that need to be considered such as cost, it's become an
interesting issue in the future as people adapt with the changing oftechnology.
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5.2 Suggested future work for expansion and Continuation
For future recommendation, as the emulator is not run well, the author suggests that
more study in using J2ME and NetBeans IDE need to be done. By having lots of
exercises, one person can experiencebetter in using it. The author believes if there are
more allocated time, she will be able to come out with running program. Perhaps,
implementing in real devices can be done accurately.
As we know, the emulator is not functioning well. So that after overcoming the
problem, perhaps several modules will be included into the system. As the previous
system focuses only to one subject only, in future more subjects will be implementing
within one system.
Besides, the system can add on with functionality such as quiz for quick revision and
for sharpen the understanding of student. This modules able the student to access it
whether there are not inside the campus. This module also has been suggested by Mr.
Nordin, oneof the evaluator during the presentation.
In future, it is very useful of mobile learning as the system allow the communication
between student and student or between lecturers and student so that interactive
learning environment can be implemented. As the communication is one main
demands of constructivism. Synchronous and asynchronous communication
instruments would be for example: Chat, email, video and audio conference,
blackboard and others. These instruments should help build up relationships between
the students and to the instructors. Students with a similar knowledge can discuss
problems orsimply ask a human teacher, no matter where the people are located. Here,
theconcept ofjust-in-time learning isachieving itsgoals.
Finally, the author suggests that user's personalization to be included into the mobile
system. This personalization enable the user to change the way the system will be
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Appendix B Conceptual Flow model of M-learning
If Login Failed Back to
Dgin Mobile Form Login Mobile Form
My Courses Courses list
My Grade Current grade














































































Not compatible with J2SE or CDC
Partial compatibility with CDC with
additional standard optional packages
N/A
Command line, vendor SDKs, all major
JavalDEs
Community
Run gateway clients via vendor-specific
SDKs
Limited Java 2 model supplemented by
OTA specification






Included in OTA spec, works with J2EE
Client Provisioning Specification
APPENDIX D
SAMPLE OF SOURCE CODES
SAMPLE SOURCE CODE FOR M-LEARNING


























submit = new Command("Submit", Command.SCREEN, 1);
exit = new Command("Exit", Command-EXIT, 1);
textfieldl = new TextField("User Name:","", 30, TextField.ANY);
textfield2 = new TextField("Password :", "", 30, TextFieldANY | TextField.PASSWORD);















public void destroyApp(boolean unconditional)
{
}




list - new List("Select one", ListEXCLUSIVE);
list.append("Male", null);
Hst.append("Female", null);
exit - new Command("Exit", Command-EXIT, 1);











Source code for My Courses Module
/*
* CourseMidlet.java






























radioButtons.append('TYP Part B", null);
radioButtons.append("E-Business",nulI);
radioButtons.setSelectedIndex(defaultIndex, true);
exit = new Command("Exit\ Command.EXIT, 1);













public void destroyApp(bootean unconditional)
{
}
public void commandAction(Command command,
Displayable displayable)
{






public void itemStateChanged(Item item)
{
if (item == radioButtons)
{









































exit- newCommand("Exit", Command-EXIT, 1);
















public void commandAction(Command command,
Displayable displayable)
{






public void itemStateChanged(Item item)
{
if (item ~ radioButtons)
{
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J2ME Wireless Toolkit Installation Process
Getting started with developing applications (henceforth called "MIDIets") for
the 32ME platform is easy. Although device manufacturers install and prepackage
their devices with this JVM (and associated APIs), we stiff need to instaff the J2ME
Wireless Toolkit 2.2 on our development machine. Before that, however, we must
also have the Java Development Kit QDK), version 1.4.2 or greater, installed.
We need this Toofkft because it contains toofs that are important in
generating MIDIets. This Toolkit provides the development environment for the MIDP
2.0 and CLDC 1.1 (and for MIDP 1.0 and CLDC 1.0, since these parameters are
backwards compatible), and it provides the optional packages required for the
optional libraries, like 3D and Mobile Media applications. Lastly, it provides the ability
to sign your MIDIets so that they can be authenticated before installation on a
remote mobile device.
Once you download the installation package for the Toolkit, install it in the
directory of your choice. The default, on Windows, is C:\WTK23, and this will be the
installation directory for the examples in this series as well.
To install alJ the toolkit and packages needed, we have to only double click
the .exe files and follow the instruction the installer process gives.
16
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Application Development and Running Procedure
After installation process has been done successfully, now we are ready to
develop and run the application. There are three components needed in order to
develop and run the application:
1. The Java file
2. J2ME Wireless Toolkit
3. WTK23 folder
All those components are provided inside the CD, In the CD, the Java file is
named with AddressMIDIet.java. The step by step process of developing and
running the application is shown by the following:
1. start > All Programs > Sun Java Wireless Toolkit 2.3 Beta > KToolbar
&*£ Internet Service $9.95





























Figure 4: Location of J2ME Wireless
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2. The following figure will appear as we start the J2ME application platform:
w NWTSvr :-%T
Figure 5: Sun Java Wireless Toolkit Startup
3. After starting up process is done, the platform of Sun java Wireless Toolkit
appears. Here we may create new project or open existing project.
Important: The project name and the MIDIet class name MUST be the same
as the .java file that we have. In this case, the project name and MIDIet class
name MUST be AddressBookMIDIet.
Fte Edit Help
- $&s New Project. . £^ Open Project
!* Devfee-




I Create Project , j Cancel
Figure 6: Creating New Project
J2ME Wireless Application: AddressBookMIDIet
4. Write the .java file to be implemented. In this case, we already provide the
.java file included in the CD. The file's name is AddressBookMIDiet.java.
5. Save the AddressBookMIDiet.java file inside the folder of the project which we
have just created. The project folder can be found by following the path
below:
C:\WTK23\apps\AddressBookMIDIet\src
File. ..Effr;-View;.;.Favorites. ;iotis_.:, He|o:. -
IBxA(:r.'::.\l;^$..•:•.;--•-';.'•%.=:: ''& sWch;1 ;|y:":c. Folders.-- :f|f|
ssBooWIDIet
24 4KB i Ity Computer
Figure 7: Saving the .java file into the project folder
6. Open the project from the Sun Java Wireless Toolkit platform. For your
information,. Sun Java Wireless pJatform can be open by doing step number 1
until 3.
For now, we are not creating a new project, but opening an existing project.
Step 3 above shows how to create a project. So, in order to open an existing
project, follow the following figure:
19
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- rue cine negj
| %* New Project. ^ Open Project .
> Device l
•i _ ^ _ , . ,, __















Figure 8: Opening an existing project
7. The following should appear as the project is open successfully.
File Edit Project Hslp
@yNe™ Project .. £§£Open Project
Device; DefaultedofPhona
Protect ••Aetdres?3aamiDlei" loeaea
^Settings,, %* Sulk* % Run 5p Oca Console
Figure 9: Project loaded
8. Build the project by clicking Build button in the menu bar.
Fife Edtt Ffoject Help





.SeH-mq<: , % Surld %R«i qp Ctear console
Figure 10: Building the project
•-•*<
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9. After the building process has been done smoothly without error, an
acknowledgement of completed process should appear as shown below.
Edit Project Help






%f SettSngs .,. $ BuSd ^.Rurt !£<£ ClearConsole
Figure 11: Building project completed
10. Run the project by clicking the Run button n the menu bar.
;H!s.iin Java'WiielesB tooikit rJtdfybssBottftMi&fe'r
File Erft Project Help






Running with storage root DefaultColorPhone
Running with )orale: Eng)ish„VRttea states. 1252
Build %.ftur> E|£ Clear Console
Figure 12: Running the project
11. After all of the process have been done and followed, the emulator of J2ME
Wireless Toolkit should appear and the users may interact with it. The
interaction between the emulator and the users has been elaborated in the
SNAPSHOTS, the detail of navigation system of application.
21




In The initial page, select the
Search menu
Click on the select soft key
The search page will appear
shortly
Uefa ii II t. ti Id rl^ho n e jm:
Figure 15: Search
INITIAL PAGE
The application launched by
selecting the AddressEcok&SiDXet
Click on the Launch soft key
The application starts by showing the
initial page
Figure 14: Initial Page
22
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-SSSOrKiH-fiftfBUFtCBlDrPhdne,' ,-• '
Figure 18: Search Result
SEARCH:
After Key in the r
and Last xiame
Click on the Merm soft key
Choose s3^t.work
Click on the select button
Key in the First name and
Figure 19: Search Network
23
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ISI-t'-555DQOe - DofaultCotorPhoiie'
Figure 20: Airtime Confirmation
5. ADD NEW CONTACT
In the initial page select the Add m&w
The Add New Contact page will
appear shortly
Key in the First naise, L&st nmri&,
as well as the ?hoae STumber
The New Contact will be added to the
record
Figure 23: New Contact Added
The confirmation dialog will appear
shortly asking you whether to use
airtima that may result in charges
Click on the Yes soft key to proceed
Click on the kg soft key to cancel
Figure 22 Add New Contact Page
24
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•3550000 IMauttCelorPhpfl-c -•"';• • V K:j"v!
Figure 27: Options Page
BROWSE CONTACT
In the initial page select Browse
The Browse page will appear
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